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President Trump’s 
denial is dangerous.



President 
Trump can’t 
hide from his 
denials...

Trump thinks he – not 
scientists and experts – 
knows best.1

President Trump puts every American 
at risk because he doesn’t believe 
what scientists and experts say. Not 
about climate change and, sadly, not 
about the coronavirus.

Check the facts: 1. “Trump’s Views on Science are Shockingly Ignorant.” Scientifi c American 11/01/16 2. “Warmest Oceans on Record Adds to Hurricanes, Wildfi res 
Risks.” Bloomberg 04/18/20 3. “Rising Global Temperatures, Changing Precipitation Patterns, Climbing Sea Levels, And More Extreme Weather Events Will Intensify 
The Challenges Of Global Instability, Hunger, Poverty, And Confl ict.” 2014 Climate Change Adaptation Roadmap, Department of Defense

Trump thinks he – not Trump thinks he – not Trump thinks he – not 
scientists and experts – scientists and experts – scientists and experts – 
knows best.1knows best.

...and we can't hide from 
their consequences.

We’re already paying a high 
price for Trump’s denial.
Trump’s refusal to listen to science has 
already created disastrous consequences 
for Americans. Today we face the 
devastation of the coronavirus; tomorrow 
we’ll face the massive destruction caused 
by climate change, including wildfi res, 
droughts, and hurricanes.2

We’re already paying a high 
price for Trump’s denial.price for Trump’s denial.price for Trump’s denial.

Trump called both 
climate change and the 
coronavirus a “hoax.”
Despite scientifi c warnings about the 
threat posed by the coronavirus, President 
Trump called it a “hoax,” just like he called 
climate change a “hoax” despite warnings 
from experts, including from NASA and the 
Department of Defense.3

Trump called both Trump called both 
climate change and the climate change and the climate change and the climate change and the 
coronavirus a “hoax.”

President Trump’s 
denial is dangerous.denial is dangerous.
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